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The Inspirat ion

This is the story of  my relationship with music. My father had these large brown speakers that sat on the 
floor and would play records in the dark of  night. We lived in an isolated farmers shack in the hills, there were 
no other houses near, so when the lights were off  we were in complete darkness. We would lay on the floor in 
the pitch black and the music would be turned up loud. We listened to an eclectic collection of  music ranging 
from classical symphonies, instrumental solos, folk, blues, rock, electronic. It was exhilarating. The music 
was everywhere, surrounding you, permeating your entire being. Even the walls and the floors absorbed and 
responded to the sound.

The Colour of  Music was inspired by a conversation with Matt Ottley about Synaesthesia, seeing colours when 
you hear music. Everyone sees the world differently. Synaesthesia is a neurological condition where some of  
the senses merge, so some people may see colours or shapes when they hear music or sounds. Other people 
may see words or letters in colour when they read, or smell or taste things when they hear or see something. 
There are two areas of  synaesthesia; projective synaesthesia where people see actual colours, forms or shapes 
when stimulated and associative synaesthesia where people feel a very strong and involuntary connection 
between the stimulus and the sense that it triggers. For example a “projector” may hear an instrument sound 
and see an orange triangle in space, while an “associator” might hear an instrument sound and think very 
strongly it sounds “orange”.

From a young age I loved singing and playing the piano. Music was a way for me to connect with my feelings. 
I could match my playing with how I felt at the time, or how the music made me feel. A common remark 
from judges and examiners I performed for was; that I played with sensitivity. On talking with Matt about 
synaesthesia I remembered back to a lesson with one of  my piano teachers, He was trying to explain the 
music to me, and asked me what colours do I feel/see when I play different sections within the same piece. 
I still have that piece of  music with all the colours scribbled on each different section. I think that was a 
defining moment in learning to play the piano, I improved greatly because I began to be more attuned to 
thinking of  the music in colour.
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The Colour of  Music began as an exercise for descriptive writing. After having that conversation with Matt 
about synaesthesia I went home and thought about all the pieces in my repertoire and their differing moods 
and colours. I set myself  a challenge to see if  I could write something that described the music and the way 
it made me feel. So I sat down at the piano, thought of  a colour, and how I would play those sounds. I wrote 
down what I felt with each different piece.  One thing that makes describing music quite poetic is that there 
are no visual clues to describe, you can’t physically touch it, you need to rely on other senses to describe what 
you hear. 

Looking at those descriptions now I see I have sort of  personified the music. I described the music as almost 
like a living thing, it has feelings, it moves, it climbs, it falls.

The Text

The Colour of  Music is a piece of  prose. Prose is writing that follows the natural flows of  speech. The writing 
doesn’t follow a specific structure. If  you think about the way we speak as we go about our ordinary day our 
speech changes as our emotions change. The volume of  our voice can increase if  we are angry or excited. 
The speed in which we speak changes also. Language can be quite musical. Words can change with accents 
and intonations, in some languages these things hold more importance in speaking than we would normally 
think of  in our usual English.

Words when spoken have rhythm. Rhythm is an important element of  music and poetry. One technique that 
affects the rhythm of  the words is alliteration. I find I use this often in my writing. There are lots of  examples 
of  alliteration in The Colour of  Music. Another rhythmic technique I have used is changing sentence length. In 
The Colour of  Music there are a mixture of  long and short sentences. Sometimes we get lost in a long sentence 
that flows along peacefully and then we get a sudden shock from a short sharp three-word sentence.  

The story is written in linear style. Molly lies there listening to music and then opens her eyes. It is a very 
simple story with the subtle yet powerful message of  “music can change the atmosphere of  your world”. 
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The Music

Matt and I discussed composing music to go with this story, and initially Matt was going to write the music, 
however he is a very busy man!! Knowing my musical background he encouraged me (in his good mentorial 
style) to give it a go. So I embarked on a steep learning curve and did just that.

I initially composed everything sitting at the piano, writing all my ideas down on manuscript paper with a 
pencil. The end papers for the colour of  music are taken from my handwritten original score. I then had to 
learn how to translate the piano music into music composed for strings. I merged all the pieces of  music I’d 
written for each differing colour together to form a 10 minute long piece for piano and strings that meanders 
in and out of  different moods. (I had lots of  brain explosions!)

During my years at highschool I studied a lot about the Romantic period in music. I loved this period, 
because there was so much emphasis on music telling stories. Music of  this time was full of  drama, mood 
and character. I also love the impressionist period where music became more like a painting, a piece of  music 
would be written to simply depict one scene or image. So my composing has been influenced by the sounds 
and styles of  those periods.

This book has developed from a place of  learning and trying new things, it has been a joyous journey and 
the world seems brighter! 
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My Playl ist

I love all music!! So it was especially difficult to choose my favourite. So I narrowed it down to some of  
my favourite classical piano music. Some of  them are pieces I played as a music student… I hope you can 
appreciate the many hours of  learning, practice and expertise these virtuoso pianists display in the examples 
below. 

I was never as professional as these pianists and never once have I attempted to play “Flight of  the 
Bumblebee”!! I think I may just leave that one to the experts!

Frédéric Chopin 
Prelude Opus 28 No.6
https://youtu.be/N6eT-_BbHCM

Octavio Pinto 
Salta Salta – Hobby Horse 
https://youtu.be/FKhBi2M3C6o

Claude Debussy 
Clair de Lune
https://youtu.be/Yri2JNhyG4k

Johann Sebastian Bach 
Prelude and Fugue No.2
https://youtu.be/zlhYC9hnn1M

Pyotr Illyich Tchaikovsky 
Baba Yaga – The Witch
https://youtu.be/-iGMJ4l3-D0

Felix Mendelssohn 
Songs Without Words Opus 102 No.4
https://youtu.be/D-3JsCsFVPE

Nikolai Rimsky- Korsakov (Arranged by Rachmaninoff) 
The Flight of  the Bumblebee
https://youtu.be/M93qXQWaBd

Robert Schumann 
Fast Zu Ernst 
https://youtu.be/3nKLYuBjx4Q

https://youtu.be/N6eT-_BbHCM
https://youtu.be/FKhBi2M3C6o
https://youtu.be/zlhYC9hnn1M
https://youtu.be/-iGMJ4l3-D0
https://youtu.be/D-3JsCsFVPE
https://youtu.be/M93qXQWaBdE
https://youtu.be/3nKLYuBjx4Q
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Introduction

The illustrations in The Colour of  Music are not a literal interpretation of  the experience of  synaesthesia as will 
be explained a little later. The illustrations are more a visual description of  what it feels like to experience 
synaesthesia. The colours and shapes that I and other synesthetes personally experience, don’t necessarily 
correspond to popular ideas of  colour and music. For example, music expressing anger doesn’t necessarily 
elicit red. In the same way that music that evokes coldness does not necessarily elicit colours in the blue end 
of  the spectrum. So, I have compromised on my own experience so that the colour palette will make more 
sense to general readers. People who experience sound/colour synaesthesia, called Chromesthesia, don’t all 
necessarily see the same colours or shapes as each other.

The paintings were all created on a Wacom Cintiq tablet, using Corel Painter. 
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Cover image 

The cover shows the main character, Molly, 
almost a physical part of  the head of  a cello to 
give a sense of  sound as being a physical part 
of  her being. The marbled swirls of  colour 
are typical of  the kinds of  patterns I often see 
when I am listening to music.

Book cover without text
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End papers 

The endpapers are from pages of  a music sketchbook in which Lisa was working out her ideas for a piece 
of  music to accompany The Colour of  Music. We super imposed one of  my sketches of  Molly onto the music 
manuscript.
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Spread 4-5 

The colours in this spread are quite muted, deliberately so as they reflect the quiet of  the atmosphere before 
the music begins. Molly’s eyes are closed so we are invited to enter her inner world.

Spread 6-7 (over leaf)

In this scene, we can see someone sitting at a piano, someone playing a cello and a person playing a harp, 
though the harp player is abstracted to the point of  almost being unrecognisable. This image is an introduction 
to the idea that although the colours come from the music Molly is listening to, they are actually being created 
in her mind, which is why we see colours swirling from not only the musicians, but also the area of  her head. 
The tones are mottled and generally subdued with swirls of  vibrancy. There is a sense of  flow towards the 
right indicating that we are about to go on a journey. Although the colours are vibrant, there is a softness to 
them: Molly is excited about the journey, but she is also relaxed.
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Preliminary drawing
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Spread 8-9

This is an example of  a compromise between my actual lived experience of  synaesthesia and cultural 
accessibility to the idea. The words evoke imagery of  waves, i.e. water, so to create an immediate connection 
with viewers I have created an abstracted image of  an ocean wave. Depending on the nature of  the instrument, 
a bass colour won’t necessarily come to me as blues and greens. It might, as in for example, a double bass, be 
tones like red wine. I am red-green colour blind but as is sometimes the case with synaesthetes, I can actually 
perceive red and green when it comes from music, but ask me where a red rose is in a rose bush and I have 
to look for the outline of  the flower! 

Preliminary drawing
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Spread 10-11

The pattern that I have set up in this book is to have an abstract or semi-abstract image followed by an 
equivalent setting in reality. In Molly’s mind she has transformed the colours and shapes she sees into imagined 
experiences in physical landscapes. The perspective is taken from the depths of  the bass sound looking up 
through the layers of  light. Tones, whether they are musical or visual, only have relevance as deep or high, 
dark or light when experienced with other differing tones around them (for example; very bright light will 
look more like very bright light if  we can see a dark object contrasted with it).

Preliminary drawing
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Spread 12-13

Again, here I have chosen the colour palette that is culturally acceptable in many cultures: most people think 
of  angry, loud and sharp sounds as being somewhere in the red spectrum. Similarly, sharp edged shapes 
suggest sharp edged sounds which reflect words that cut. I chose a swirling vortex-like composition that 
mirrors the nature of  angry emotions that we can get caught up in and spiral into.  

Preliminary drawing
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Spread 14-15

Molly’s body and facial expression express rage, pent up energy finally released like a flow of  lava. 

Preliminary drawing
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Spread 16-17

The words “weeping broken chords wail their hollow strains, echoing like a lonely drop of  water” suggest a 
place that is vast and cold, where things echo, so I chose what could be an arctic landscape. Interestingly, the 
colour palette is more accurate in this instance to my own experience of  synaesthesia in that I have used quite 
warm tones to express a very cold place (listening to music about icy places, like Nigel Westlake’s Antarctica 
Suite, or the moody pieces of  Olafur Arnalds give me warm greys and muted browns). Molly is small in the 
vastness and loneliness of  this landscape. The mottled, muffled textures and the slight blurriness of  Molly 
suggest a lonely wind blowing.

Preliminary drawing
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Spread 18-19

Again, the tones, although they are dark, are warm – and yet there is a coldness and loneliness to this image. 
There is also a sense of  threat in that Molly is looking into a forest of  missiles (perhaps this is what is at 
the end of  that lava flow, and earlier at the centre of  the vortex of  anger). Music is such an extraordinary 
expression of  the human condition and the implications of  that condition. It can take us to both the depths 
– in all its darkness – but also the heights of  our human potential. I drew the missiles because I wanted a 
symbolic image of  the ugliness that humanity is capable of. But there is also something beautiful about the 
forest of  missiles. Perhaps, through music we can experience the darker side of  human nature in a way that 
inspires empathy and compassion, and not alienation and distrust.

Preliminary drawing
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Spread 20-21

Lisa’s beautiful words on this spread “Heavy triads trudge through the stirring sludge” suggest that something 
is shifting, something is changing. The word “stirring” was important to me in this spread. From the depths 
of  darkness Molly can see light stirring through the mud. Her face, a gentle smile, suggests that she can feel 
something tremendous coming –  the mud is thinning.

Preliminary drawing
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Spread 22-23

This spread actually comes from an oil painting I did for a friend many, many years ago. It was just the 
crocodile, but it seemed perfect for this book, so I added Molly. The beautiful thing about music is that it 
takes all of  the darkness, all of  the grief  of  the human experience, and harnesses it into something that is 
quite wonderful. Like the crocodile, those scary forces that seem dangerous can be harnessed (hence the 
leash) into something that can lead us through the mud.

Preliminary drawing
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Spread 24-25

The swirling mud has turned into an ethereal cloudscape. Molly finds herself  momentarily upside down. The 
swirling shapes are no different from those in the mud, she is just seeing them now as something beautiful. 
This is the transformative power of  music.

Preliminary drawing
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Spread 26-27

We have woodwind instruments, the hint of  a stringed instrument and most importantly, a French horn and 
tuba. These two brass instruments suggest loud and heavy, but the image itself  is delicate and whimsical. 
Those instruments that are capable of  dark and loud are now showing her light and airiness, all part of  the 
transformation. The musical instruments are all part of  a growing garden, a thing that is alive and blossoming 
and full of  potential.

Preliminary drawing
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Preliminary drawing

Spread 28-29

Molly, like a superhero, is flying across this transformed landscape towards the light. The tones and colours 
that are marbled and swirling, with hints of  solid rock like shapes, represent my own synaesthetic experience 
when I listen to an orchestra. I have arranged them, however, so the whole is vaguely like a physical landscape.
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Spread 30-31

Perhaps the most powerful tone of  all in music is silence. It is like the white space on a page, it is what gives 
power to the tones and shapes around it. 

Preliminary drawing Version 1 of  final artwork
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Page 32

We are back at the original scene, but the colours are subtly brighter and we are now encouraged to engage 
with Molly’s external world because her eyes are open.

Preliminary drawing
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Personal  Experience

I’ve often used a kind of  reversed synaesthesia to write music. I don’t hear sound when I see shapes and 
colour, it works the other way around, I see shapes and colour when I hear sound, but I often draw shapes 
and colours and then think about what those shapes and colours in my past experience have come from in 
the sound world, and created music that way. 

In real-world terms being synaesthetic is most often something I don’t think about, but occasionally the 
loudness of  the human world can cause me discomfort. Some loud industrial sounds can be very disconcerting 
in the patterns and shapes they elicit, and some sounds can actually be physically painful. I guess I have 
an insight into what it must be like for some animals whose hearing is far more sensitive than our own. 
Sometimes, if  a group of  people are laughing and hit the note A, it can be like someone has thrown darts 
at my head and that a drill is boring into my ears. Motorcycles have an even more detrimental effect. Very 
loud motorcycles are horrific. Just occasionally though, the background hum from a city can be exquisitely 
beautiful.

Something that has intrigued me for a very long time is the fact that a full modern symphony orchestra 
playing very loudly creates a wash of  tones, colours and shapes that are not uncomfortable for me, whereas 
occasionally a single electric guitar (not that I dislike electric guitar, I love it) can actually be quite painful and 
can create shapes and colours that are lacerating. Maybe it’s because of  the physical properties of  the sound 
wave. For me, a low bass that is below human hearing range, but is obviously so loud that it causes one’s 
internal organs to vibrate, will also create such lacerating shapes. 

For me it is not necessarily the note itself  that elicits shape and colour, but rather the tone of  the sound. So 
a violin playing a C# will produce golden, oaky, wooden tones, whereas an Oboe doing the same note will be 
more in the yellow/pink part of  the spectrum, and a flute will be green/blue. An audio engineer was mixing 
a piece of  music I had recorded once – a work for string quintet and piano, and when he asked me what I 
thought, I had to try and explain what I meant when I said it was too orange. 
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Working with Lisa

It has been my great privilege to work with Lisa on this book, especially as I first met Lisa several years ago 
when she came to me as a student in a workshop I was conducting on making picture books. I could see 
immediately that Lisa had a special talent for writing picture books and it is now wonderful to be working as 
a colleague with her. For many years I have been composing music for my picture books and when I learnt 
that Lisa is a musician I suggested tentatively, that perhaps she might like to explore a similar approach for 
this picture book, but rather than me write the music, I could coach her in music composition. The result is 
a chamber work for small ensemble, which I’m so looking forward to hearing when it is completed.

I love the poetry and the flow of  Lisa’s words. She writes words like a musician, with a natural sense of  
rhythm. When Lisa first showed me this text, I was very excited about it because I could see immediately 
what a wonderful, gentle evocation of  the synaesthetic experience it could be as a picture book. But more 
than this, it is a multi-sensory evocation of  music that anybody can relate to. And the text is very clever 
because it’s about any kind of  music – it could be about flamenco or it could be about Tibetan throat singing, 
it doesn’t matter. 

Lisa and I had some wonderful discussions about what might go into each of  the illustrations and it was 
one of  those creative experiences when a collaboration becomes like a single mind at work, especially as the 
conversation could morph into one about music, then to one about words or back to images without either 
of  us having to explain what we meant.

Anna Solding at Midnight Sun was a joy to work with as she allowed me complete creative freedom with only 
the occasional reining in where my ideas were admittedly a bit left of  field (although I do like my idea about 
the vintage cars stuck in the mud – maybe another book!)
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Listening l ist

Below is a very short – too short list of  some of  the music I have been recently listening to. I could have 
given you 300 pages, so instead of  agonizing over what to put in the list, I simply drew a few out of  a hat.

Ezio Bosso
Clouds (The Mind on the Wind), from Music for Weather Elements.
https://youtu.be/pEB_3cxzKv8

Antonín Dvořák
Movement 4, Allegro Con Fuoco, from Symphony no.9, 
https://youtu.be/pGdtkUiKaA8

Max Richter
On the Nature of  Daylight
https://youtu.be/b_YHE4Sx-08

Franz Schubert
Adagio in E flat, ‘Notturno’
https://youtu.be/DDEL83ZbBNg

Karl Jenkins
Benedictus from The Armed Man.
https://youtu.be/EYCkm7i5ZTA (parental guidance advised for children on viewing this YouTube as there 
are some confronting images shown)

Anouar Brahem
Le Pas Du Chat Noir
https://youtu.be/xYvUyAlqpS0

Pak Jong-Sun
Ajaeng Sanjo, from Korean Shaman Music
https://youtu.be/luRX09Y0YR8

Ludwig Van Beethoven
Movement 2, Allegretto from Symphony no. 7
https://youtu.be/KbNGklNz8Yk

Plastic Bertrand 
Ca Plane Pour Moi
https://youtu.be/vnaSeiaTYZo

https://youtu.be/pEB_3cxzKv8
https://youtu.be/pGdtkUiKaA8
https://youtu.be/b_YHE4Sx-08
https://youtu.be/DDEL83ZbBNg
https://youtu.be/EYCkm7i5ZTA
https://youtu.be/xYvUyAlqpS0
https://youtu.be/luRX09Y0YR8
https://youtu.be/KbNGklNz8Yk
https://youtu.be/vnaSeiaTYZo

